PerfectFuse
Interfacings

It is the inside of clothing that counts when body or stability is needed in a
garment. Our line of high-quality, wide, weft fusible interfacing is the best
for fashion sewing because it was specifically developed by sewers, for sewers!
Try it and you will see the difference in your finished sewing projects.
PerfectFuse SHEER

100% polyester weft,
60”-wide.
No preshrinking. Lightweight, but crisp. Nice
for shirts. Use stable
lengthwise direction to
keep bias facings from
stretching. Use lengthwise
strips in fly fronts and to
add body when applying
invisible zippers.

PerfectFuse LIGHT

100% polyester weft,
60”-wide.
No preshrinking. Lightweight, but soft, so nice
as underlining in back of
jackets and to add body
to jacket facings and
upper collar. Adheres
well to textured fabrics.
Always test interfacings
on a scrap to make sure
you like the feel and
outer look.

PerfectFuse MEDIUM

64% rayon/36% poly
weft, 60”-wide.
Preshrink. Nice for jacket
fronts and under collars
and for coatings which
are heavy but need some
stability.

PerfectFuse
TAILORultra

78% poly/22% rayon
weft, 66”-wide.
Preshrink. Nice for jacket
fronts and under collars.
Feels like cashmere and
adds body without stiffness. Used by very high
end designers. Even
works on silkies or cottons
to make them into jackets.
All are available in
white or grey/black.

Our Interfacing Goals (and how they were achieved):

• See the difference. There is a distinct visual difference between

• Quality.

• Reasonable prices.

Marta Alto and Pati Palmer tested hundreds of
products over a four-year period.

• Simplification.

We narrowed the choices to four that solve
nearly every interfacing dilemma.

• Good performance.

All of our interfacings are wefts, which
do not pill or shred after several launderings. They add stability
as well as softness.

• Wider widths.

These interfacings are 60” and 66” wide,
more than TWICE the width of most other interfacings
(which are 22” or 29”).

• Good instructions.

Each interfacing has its own
instructions in addition to instructions for using fusibles in
general. These use & care instructions have been researched,
tested, and edited again and again over a two-year period.

each one.

Based on the wider width, the interfacings
are generally less per yard than competitor’s narrower products.
Because the product is labor intensive, to keep the prices down,
there is no distributor pricing. Therefore, PerfectFuse will be found
only in independent fabric stores, not chain stores.

• Instant, no-wait purchasing. You don’t have to wait in line to

buy these interfacings. PerfectFuse comes in one-yard or three-yard
packages. One yard of the wider width is plenty for most projects
and you can store the unused portions in the plastic envelope. One
yard of Tailorultra will do two jackets, depending on size and style.
One yard of Sheer will be enough for several shirts.

• Less confusion in your interfacing stash at home.

The protective storage bag will keep the interfacing clean and you
will always know which interfacing is inside.

www.palmerpletsch.com
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